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Abstract
The receiving warehouse at Diablo Canyon Power Plant, owned by Pacific Gas and Electric, serves as a
place to recognize the receiving of items into an ERP system, repackage and label items for long-term
storage, and organize items for delivery inside the secured area. The warehouse managers would like to
redesign the layout and procedures of the warehouse. Currently items are not received, scanned, or
shipped in a timely manner. The flow of people and items in the receiving and shipping area is chaotic
and space is limited especially during plant outages. The objective of this project is to:
• Redesign the current layout to promote flow of items and people and better utilize space.
• Create work procedures that standardize processes and save time.
• Calculate costs and benefits of proposed solutions.
• Suggest ways to implement the solutions.
The objectives of the project were met by following the facility design methodology of:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Define the problem.
Make observations to understand the environment.
Collect data.
Design alternatives.
Evaluate and select alternatives.

11 solutions were found relating to changes in the areas of workstation and layout design, loading and
unloading delivery trucks, and employee training and priorities. 3 larger scope options for implementing
layout changes were proposed: No Changes, Slight Modifications, and New Layout. The Slight
Modifications option suggests combining label printers, computers, and work table space to make one
workstation area and moving the current item being received as close to the workstation as possible. The
New Layout option suggests implementing moveable workstations on carts and keeping an item in one
location between the receiving and security screening processes. Both options reduce travel time for
material handlers.
Option Slight Modification increased space utilization by 8%, decreased average travel distance by 154
feet per item, and costs $6,960. Option New Layout increased space utilization by 21%, decreased
average travel distance by 148 feet per item, and costs $28,275. Because of the lower costs and apparent
greater decrease of travel distance, Solution Slight Modifications was suggested. The net present value of
the project option is $6,500 with a payback period of 3.89 years.
Diablo Canyon was recommended to phase in the changes of Slight Modifications, focusing on the
changes that could be implemented without making layout changes. It was also suggested to do further
and more accurate analysis on implementation costs and reduced travel time for both options.
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Introduction
The Diablo Canyon Power Plant, owned by Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), has recently implemented a
receiving warehouse into their local supply chain process. PG&E’s warehouse managers would like to
redesign the layout and procedures of this receiving warehouse. Currently items are not received,
scanned, or shipped in a timely manner. The flow of people and items in the receiving and shipping area
is chaotic and space is limited especially during plant outages. This project will focus on developing an
alternative layout and standard receiving and shipping procedures that will remove flow constraints, meet
storing and security requirements, and be financially feasible.
This project was created as the result of two significant relationships previously established by the senior
student. In fall of 2009, the student was first introduced to PG&E and the Diablo Canyon Power Plant
(DCPP) warehouse through a university club-organized tour. The student approached DCPP personnel
about potentially completing her senior project within the warehouse. Del Ritchie, part of supply chain
and procurement, welcomed and encouraged the student’s interest in the warehouse. However,
complications arose when it came time to select a project and finding a primary PG&E contact. By
chance, the student was involved in Cal Poly’s PolyGAIT lab supported by Tali Freed and Larry Rinzel,
two Industrial & Manufacturing professors on campus. PolyGAIT had a strong relationship with the
DCPP warehouse personnel and asked Mike Krist, a contractor and graduate student working with both
PolyGAIT and PG&E, to step in and coordinate the senior project agreement. Mike suggested a facility
re-design of the receiving warehouse and the project was made official in February of 2010.

Objectives & Scope
The main goal of this project is to create an alternative and more optimal layout of the DCPP receiving
warehouse as well as new work procedures. Creating an alternative layout and new procedures involves
several objectives to fully realize this goal. These objectives are:
•
•
•
•
•

To understand the processes of the receiving warehouse
To understand the main goals and work metrics of the receiving warehouse personnel
To recommend a new layout that reduces travel distance of personnel
To suggest new procedures that better standardize the receiving of items
For all recommendations to be financially justified for DCPP

Main deliverables that will be compiled in a report and given to DCPP will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Current layout diagram
Work studies of receiving procedures
Possible alternatives to layout and standard procedures
Methodical evaluation of alternatives including costs and benefits analysis
Selection of most optimal alternative and implementation plan

In order to prevent scope creep, a detailed analysis of inventory control within the receiving warehouse,
an ergonomic analysis of work procedures, a training plan of standardized procedures, a plan to raise the
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finances to implement the project, and a physical model of the warehouse will not be completed or
considered part of this project.
The rest of this report will consist of a brief description of the current system, literary research on nuclear
power plants and warehouse processes, an in-depth explanation of the steps taken to design alternative
solutions, methodology used to evaluate the alternative solutions, a discussion of the final proposed
alternative, and a conclusion of the project.

Background of Current System
The receiving process is preformed at a separate warehouse of DCPP because of rigorous security
requirements. Since DCPP is a nuclear facility, all items brought into the secure area surrounding the
reactors must be screened for bombs and other weapons. The receiving warehouse serves as a receiving
location and a staging area for the security screening process. In addition, being located outside of the
secured area allows for more frequent deliveries. Deliverers do not have to wait for a security screening to
finish, but can leave as soon as their truck is emptied. In the receiving warehouse, material handlers
receive all packages from one deliverer, prepare them for security screening, screen a large group of items
together, and deliver the items to the main warehouse. The main information system is used to organize
work and receive items electronically into the warehouse is SAP. The more general processes that occur
within the receiving warehouse in order are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

See a truck has entered the warehouse and needs to be unloaded
Unload all packages and sign off on the delivery
Visually inspect and compare delivery to the purchase order generated by SAP
Receive in SAP, open all boxes and count items, repackage if necessary
Print labels via SAP and place on individual items
Stage items for security screening
Aide security personnel by feeding items into x-ray machine
Load scanned items into delivery trucks
Send delivery trucks to main warehouse and other areas of plant

Several problems are evident within the receiving warehouse. One is the bottleneck caused by the security
screening process. A large majority of all the items delivered to DCPP have to be screened by security
personnel. Material handlers cannot perform the screening process, only security personnel can do this
task. In addition, the warehouse cannot receive any items during the screening process to prevent
distraction. Currently, the material handlers receive an item and then stage it for screening. During normal
hours, security will conduct the screening once a day in the afternoon. Each day, material handlers receive
as many items as possible before the screening begins. However, once the screening has begun, the
material handlers must aide the security personnel by feeding the x-ray screening machine and staging the
screened items for delivery to the secure area of DCPP.
Another major problem is the drastically increased demand of items during an outage. An outage occurs
when a portion of a nuclear reactor is taken offline to conduct maintenance. This occurs once or twice a
year. The receiving warehouse has experienced a sharp increase of items to be received and scanned
during this time. The quick solution to meet this demand has always been to increase the number of batch
security scans and personnel. However, the stress and chaos of this environment drastically decreases the
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efficiency of receiving, scanning, and staging. Supply Chain managers are looking for ways to improve
the flow of personnel and items within the warehouse to meet this demand.
The last evident problem is the inability to track items within the warehouse and therefore prioritize work.
Receiving warehouse personnel are never told when a delivery will occur. If they do not know when the
next truck will arrive, they cannot properly plan a priority receiving system. Items are not tracked within
the warehouse. Once received into SAP, no further feedback is sent to the system to show when the item
arrived at its final destination. Material Handlers are interrupted on a regular basis by DCPP employees
wanting to know where their item is. There is a goal to receive all items delivered to the warehouse within
24 hours, but there is no way to measure the time each item spends within the warehouse.
Although there are many problems within the receiving warehouse, not all problems will be addressed
within this project. Problems not considered as part of the project analysis will be reflected as
requirements to maintain or obstacles to work around when evaluating alternatives. The main problems
this project will attempt to solve are the bottleneck of security screening, expanding capacity during an
outage, and tracking and prioritizing of items.

Literary Review
There are several fields of interest related to the Diablo Canyon Receiving Warehouse Layout Re-design
project. Specific topics or key words were used to find useful books, articles, and other sources of
knowledge related to the project. All of the sources found will be used as background knowledge, basic
knowledge of the nuclear industry, guides to the warehouse re-design process, or best warehouse practices
to follow. The main topics of focus during research were:
•
•
•
•
•

Nuclear Energy and PG&E History
Basics of how a nuclear power plant works
Nuclear Industry Supply Chain
Warehouse Operations, Design, Solutions, and Best Practices
LEAN Practices within a Warehouse

The remainder of this section will summarize each source found and how it will be used for the project.

Nuclear Energy and Pacific Gas & Electric Company History
The history of California nuclear power and PG&E are the key to understanding DCPP. It is important to
know this background in order to grasp DCPP’s position in supplying energy to California. If the DCPP’s
position is grasped, then its warehouse, which supplies parts to maintain the power plant, is justified. The
history of PG&E is good to know before attempting to change a part of or a process within the company.
One cannot plan a company’s future if the company’s history is not first known.
When nuclear energy first came to California, nuclear power was fully supported by society and booming.
The first non-military nuclear reactor in California began operation in 1956. Southern California Edison
(SCE) generated electricity at the Santa Susana Experimental Station in Ventura County. Shortly after,
PG&E brought the Vallecitos Nuclear Power Plant near Pleasanton on-line. In 1963, PG&E’s Humboldt
Bay Nuclear Power Plant near Eureka started operation and is still in operation today. In the 70’s, the
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need for energy within California was incorrectly predicted to increase 6 percent annually. Plans for more
nuclear power plants all over California were devised. However, politicians, like Charles Warren, and the
general public were concerned about the growth of nuclear plants within the state. One other reactor, Unit
One of San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS), was built by SCE and San Diego Gas &
Electric (SDG&E) in 1967 before anti-nuclear protests began forming in California (Asmus, 2009).
In 1974, Ronald Reagan signed a piece of legislation that formed the California Energy Commission. This
commission had the authority to approve and reduce the size of any new nuclear plant project. A few
plants were erected despite the long approval process: Sundesert Nuclear Power Plant in 1975, the
completely municipal-owned Ranch Seco Nuclear Reactor in 1975, Units Two and Three of SONGS in
1983 and 1984, and the highlight of this project; Units One and Two of Diablo Canyon Power Plant in
1985 and 1986. Diablo Canyon is the last nuclear power plant built in California due to Proposition 15.
This measure, signed by Jerry Brown, prohibits any future licenses for nuclear reactors until an effective
radioactive waste disposal system is found. DCPP is the object of many anti-nuclear protests, but
ironically is currently one of the top performing nuclear power plants in the country (Asmus, 2009).
PG&E was formed through the merger of the San Francisco Gas and Electric Company and the California
Gas and Electric Corporation in 1905 (PG&E Corporation, 2009). The first power generation facilities
were developed by Eugene J. de Sabla, whose family was involved in the development of the Panama
Canal, and a few partners. Sabla worked with John Martin, a hardware agent, and Romulus Riggs Colgate
to finance and build the Yuba powerhouse in 1898 (Asmus, 2009). The Yuba powerhouse sent power 61
miles to Sacramento (PG&E Corporation, 2009).
In 1912, PG&E implemented a meter billing system that required the installation of 116,000 meters and
replaced the flat-rate system. 1930 is the year PG&E began delivering natural gas instead of gas
manufactured from fuel oil. Also during this decade, PG&E created an integrated system that serves a
majority of Northern California. In 1948, the largest ever built at the time pipeline was constructed by
PG&E to connect the gas fields of Texas and New Mexico to California. The PG&E Corporation was
formed in 1997 as a parent company for PG&E and a new non-utility energy business focus. The last big
event in PG&E’s history was the California Energy Crisis from 2000 to 2002. PG&E was forced to file
for Chapter 11 reorganization during this crisis (PG&E Corporation, 2009).
Today, PG&E serves 70,000-square-mile area in northern and central California. To see exactly where
this region expands, Figure 1 in Appendix A is a map of California’s current electric service areas. PG&E
has approximately 20,000 employees and provides natural gas and electricity to approximately 15 million
people (Pacific Gas and Electric Company, 2010).

How Nuclear Energy Works
Knowing the basics of how nuclear energy is obtained, stored, and distributed directly relates to the type
of equipment, machines, and parts used in a nuclear power plant. The receiving warehouse at DCPP
receives common nuclear industry parts every day. In order to design an efficient warehouse, one must
know what parts are to be stored.
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Nuclear energy is created through fission or fusion. Fission is the splitting of an atom nucleus and fusion
is the joining of two nuclei. These nuclear reactions release a large amount of energy which is transferred
to a working fluid, usually pressurized water or steam. The thermal energy is converted to electrical
energy through a conversion device. Nuclear energy has a very small carbon footprint. It produces no CO2
during end-use and there are no air-pollutants emitted from the consumption of nuclear fuels. However,
there are radioactive by-products created in some major stages of extraction and consumption. These byproducts should be handled and stored carefully and safely (Vanek & Albright, 2008).
Uranium atoms, particularly U-235 atoms, are the most commonly used atoms for electricity production.
U-235 has the longest lifetime use for generating energy. However, Uranium found in nature is more than
99% U-238 and only 0.07% U-235. Because of this fact, Uranium fuel used in nuclear reactors is enriched
with 2 to 3% U-235 atoms. The country with the most available uranium is Australia. Refer to Table 2.0
for the available uranium in the world measured in tonnes and sorted by country (Vanek & Albright,
2008).
The main nuclear energy conversion equipment in nuclear power plant is a reactor. The most common
types of reactors are boiling water reactor (BWR) and pressurized water reactor (PWR). The main
components of a reactor are the reactor core, pressure vessel, containment system, and balance of the
system. The reactor core contains thousands of fuel rods made of UO2, the uranium fuel, the moderating
medium which reduces the energy of the neutrons, and the control rods. The pressure vessel is made of
high-strength steel that encloses the core but also holds the water and steam. The containment system is
designed to cool the contents of the pressure vessel in case of an emergency and prevent the escape of
radioactive materials. The balance of the system is primarily the turbine and the generator outside of the
concrete structure. See Figure 2 in Appendix A for a detailed drawing of a nuclear reactor (Vanek &
Albright, 2008).

Nuclear Industry Supply Chain
The receiving warehouse at DCPP is a part of PG&E’s and the nuclear industry’s supply chain. Knowing
some information about DCPP’s suppliers is essential because everything received to the warehouse is
from their suppliers. Research was also done on other possible supply chain solutions outside of direct
supplier relationships. DCPP’s two main suppliers of nuclear equipment are Westinghouse and General
Electric. They also work with some minor industry supply providers like Fastenal and Jeta (Krist,
2/17/10).
Westinghouse is a large manufacturer of nuclear reactor technology. They provide fuel assembly
fabrication, nuclear grade tubing, and core components of stainless and high-alloy steels. Westinghouse
also provides design services and maintenance equipment for nuclear power plants. Westinghouse claims
a “long-standing commitment to excellence in commercial nuclear reactor technology” (Westinghouse
Electric Company LLC, 2010).
The nuclear energy division of General Electric is very similar to Westinghouse. GE has provided nuclear
energy technology for over five decades. Their four main product lines include new reactors, nuclear fuel,
reactor services and performance services. The new reactors GE provides are the Advanced Boiling
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Water Reactor (ABWR) and ESBW reactor. In addition to reactors and reactor maintenance, GE provides
nuclear fuel for BWRs and safe transportation of that fuel (General Electric Company, 2010).
In addition to receiving parts and fuel from mainstream suppliers, DCPP also utilizes their nuclear plant
network. PG&E has another nuclear power plant in Eureka. In the case of an emergency, DCPP can call
parts from the Humboldt power plant to Diablo (Krist, 2010). An interesting article published in 1988
emphasized the use of spare parts pooling. Because the nuclear industry uses such specialized parts, the
author recommended that a warehouse should be centrally located between several nuclear power plants.
The warehouse could take care of all the spare part purchases and supplier relationships and the nuclear
power plants could obtain any parts when necessary for a fee (Taylor, 1988). This solution may have
never been used by DCPP because of the lack of proximate nuclear power plants, the expensive fee, or the
advancement of technology to manage an individual supply chain.

Warehouse Operations, Design, Solutions, and Best Practices
Several extremely useful warehouse design sources were found during research. It is difficult to
summarize the vast amount of information obtained within a constrained review. A compiling of all the
information and teachings found would look more like a textbook rather than a brief summary. Therefore,
this section will highlight some key lessons learned from the sources and explain how the overall
textbook chapters and articles will be used within the scope of the project.
The mission of a warehouse, defined in Facilities Planning, is “to effectively ship a product in any
configuration to the next step in the supply chain without damaging or altering the product’s basic form”
(Tompkins, White, Bozer, & Tanchoco, 2003). The primary functions of a warehouse are:
•

Receiving

•

Storage

•

Packing & Shipping

•

Inspection & Quality Control

•

Order Picking

•

Cross-docking

•

Repackaging

•

Postponement

•

Replenishing

•

Putaway

•

Sortation & Accumulation

There are also opportunities for a warehouse to add some value to the product through kitting, pre-sorting,
special packaging, and label application. A warehouse has three main resources: people, equipment, and
space. Facilities Planning also explains receiving and shipping operations within a warehouse as well as
principles or actions a manager can explore to increase efficiency (Tompkins, etc., 2003). These will be
considered and applied within the re-design of the DCPP receiving warehouse.
Maida Napolitano’s book, The Time, Space & Cost Guide, is a helpful “step-by-step” tool that provides
warehouse time measuring standards, space calculations, and cost calculations. Its goal is to increase
productivity through time, space, and cost reductions. The book also explains some basics of
warehousing. This source will be utilized extensively during the time study and space defining phases of
the project. The cost section of the book will be a useful tool when calculating and determining costs
savings of the alternative warehouse layout (Napolitano, 2003).
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Several warehouse case studies were also researched. The article, Careful with that Warehouse, is an
analysis of a home furniture manufacturer’s warehouses. The 13 satellite warehouses had major problems
with a mass quantity of daily receipts and shipments and high operating costs due to handling damage,
exception charges, and inefficient product flow. The article goes on to explain the approach, operational
steps, implementation and results of the re-design (Klemperer, Sundararajan & Zimmers, 2003).The
general design method and changes made to the furniture warehouses will be considered when conducting
the DCPP warehouse re-design. Additionally, a brief article about the benefits of a new warehouse
management system installed in 2002 for a power distribution center in Georgia was reviewed and key
elements will be used because SAP was recently installed to manage the DCPP warehouses (Maloney,
2002).

LEAN Practices within a Warehouse
The practice of LEAN is a fairly common word within manufacturing businesses. However, the idea of
applying LEAN concepts within a warehouse is still fuzzy for managers. LEAN warehousing is not yet a
discipline. However, the bottom line and general concept from LEAN is taking waste out of production.
These wastes can be found in overproduction, waiting, downtime, unnecessary product movement, excess
inventory, unnecessary motion and defective products. Many of these wastes are found in warehouses
(Trebilcock, 2004).
LEAN concepts have been applied in warehouses and Lean Supply Chain highlights several cases while
bringing out the key takeaways to apply to any other warehouse (Lean Manufacturing Advisor, 19992005). Some of these takeaways are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish adjustable daily staffing: review orders before each shift and only call in enough labor
to fulfill those orders
Monitor operations constantly
Operation rates of departments should be established and set in advance as targets for workers
Smaller, less complicated facilities are sometimes more efficient
A template of common warehouse processes can be applied to each facility
Dedicated operations maybe required for large customers
Use employee empowerment to continuously improve
Consider less use of technology
Suggestions to eliminate supplier and customer errors
Consider returnable containers
Frequent daily deliveries to a warehouse requires less square footage
When appropriate, cross dock!
Level deliveries to prevent running out of or having too many parts

LEAN practices and solutions will be considered within the DCPP receiving warehouse re-design project.
Information and tips found while researching about Nuclear Energy, Nuclear Supply Chain, Warehouse
Best Practices, and LEAN warehousing helped design the project and develop solutions to improve the
receiving warehouse at DCPP.
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Design
The following methodology was used to design an alternative layout for DCPP:
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Define the problem.
Make observations to understand the environment.
Collect data.
Design alternatives.
Evaluate and select alternatives.

In order to explain the design process of the project, the rest of this section is divided into additional
sections for each step.

Step 1: Define the Problem
First, the problem had to be defined. The warehouse manager and material handlers were asked what was
“wrong” with the warehouse and how it could be improved. Some of the major problems had to do with a
lack of space to work, taking too much time receiving an item, and a lack of flow. An official definition
of the problem at DCPP was written. This is found in the introduction section of the report.

Step 2: Make observations to understand the environment
Suggestions for improvement can not be made unless the system is understood. Approximately 18 hours
were spent at the receiving warehouse observing and collecting data. Observation was made during the
following times:
•

A two hour introduction tour on March 1st

•

1 Full Observation Day: 6AM-2PM on March 17th

•

1 Half Observation Day: 6AM-10AM on April 27th

•

Various conversations with Michael Krist and Bill Emperador

The initial introduction tour focused on the different physical areas of the warehouse like the
workstations, shelving, floor space utilization, and material storage. Questions were asked to understand
the receiving process (defined in the Background section) for each item delivered to the warehouse. The
types of material handling tools and equipment were noted. The Enterprise Resource Planning system
(SAP) was looked at. A general layout of the warehouse was sketched for personal reference. Finally, the
lead material handler at the time was spoken to and asked about the types of items and prioritizing of
items in the warehouse, as well as overall goals for work were discussed.
During the two observation days, several processes were observed:
•
•
•

Unloading of trucks that arrived to the warehouse with new items
Receiving into SAP, repackaging, and labeling of individual items by Material Handlers
X-ray screening of items by the Security Guards and Material Handlers
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•

Delivery preparation for items after security screening

Some paperwork was collected. An important document called “Warehouse B Receiving Lead Person
Responsibilities” was read that explained the tasks and priorities of a material handler at the receiving
warehouse. Also, a few example emails demanding late items to be received were viewed, as well as
purchase orders and labels for items.
Once the system, processes, and goals were understood as best as possible given the short amount of time
for observation, data could be collected on the receiving warehouse.

Step 3: Collect data
Data was collected in the form of a to-scale drawing of the current warehouse layout, work samples, and
travel path diagrams.
The area of the warehouse being used to receive items is approximately 9,900 square feet. Measurements
of the different areas of the warehouse were taken using a distance wheel. The layout was drawn on
Microsoft Visio. The current layout can be found in Appendix B as Figure 1. The main space departments
of the warehouse are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Item Staging
Material Storage
Workstations
X-ray and Security Screening
Printer Room
Break Room
Large and long-term storage items on shelves and floor
Staging for items with a final destination outside of the secured area

There is no standardized receiving procedure at the warehouse that all material handlers follow. Material
Handlers seem to travel all over the warehouse and their paths are not directed in any way. Because of
this lack of standardization, it is better to follow the travel path of an item to judge the flow within the
warehouse. During observation, items were visually tracked. In Figure 2 of Appendix B, a general flow of
items is shown. This path is efficient. There are no crossing paths or backtracking. One inefficiency is the
utilization of space given. Items are received and stored in a space of approximately 3,899 square feet.
9,900 square feet is available for use. Therefore this is a utilization of 39.4 %. The rest of the warehouse
space is used for the storage of long-term special items, items that need to be sent outside of the plant
(inventory redistribution), and equipment or packaging material.
Another form of data collection done at the warehouse was work samples. Three material handlers were
observed from 6:30 to 9:45AM during the second observation day. Every five minutes, it was noted what
type of work each material handler was doing. This data was then complied into three pie charts which
showed the amount of work and type over the total time recorded. These pie charts can be found in
Appendix B labeled Figures 3, 4 & 5. The three pie charts were then combined to show the overall types
of work being done. This pie chart is below:
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Figure 6: Work Distribution of 3 Material Handlers during a 3.25 hour time period

The material handlers spent 59 percent of their time receiving and handling the packages both physically
and on the computer. These are value added activities. 10 percent is spent with trucks and could be
considered a value-added activity but is more of a necessity to transport items. The most interesting thing
is that 31 percent of a material handler’s time is spent on break, helping someone not normally at the
warehouse, and out of the warehouse. These activities add the least amount of value to the items.
The last form of data collected was recording the travel paths of material handlers. During a thirty minute
time period, a material handler was followed within the warehouse. Every path he or she took and
location he or she walked to was recorded onto the layout of the warehouse. The end result was a
spaghetti diagram of paths and the number of times each path was traveled. Five diagrams were created
and four are found in Appendix B under Figures 7 thru 10. One travel path diagram is shown below. The
most frequently traveled path was Path C. The material handler was walking back and forth between his
workstation and the current items he was receiving, Dell Computers.
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Figure 11: Travel Path Diagram of Material Handler 3 for a time period of 30 minutes

From the travel paths diagrams, a few things were discovered:
1. Material Handlers frequently move between their computer desks to their work tables. These two
areas are in close approximation, however time and energy is wasted from having to turn back
and forth between the two areas to receive items.
2. Material Handlers travel to the printer room often to retrieve labels usually leaving from their
computer. This is done at least once for every item received.
3. If Material Handlers are receiving a large item on a pallet that cannot be moved without a
forklift, they will frequently travel between the item and their workstation to retrieve and input
essential information into SAP.
After all data was collected and analyzed, alternatives to the current layout and procedures were designed.

Step 4: Design Alternatives
The initial design alternatives or solutions were thought of through brainstorming methods. Here is a list
of general ideas for changes to the warehouse layout and procedures:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bring Label Printers out to the worktables or computer station
Combine Workstation with Computer Station (so MHs are not going back and forth)
Call security personnel when food truck gets to entrance
Call receiving warehouse when any truck arrives
Signage for Truck Deliveries (Tell where to go – designate dock door, who to talk to)
Visual Priority System (signage for MH’s) for Receiving Items
Talk about priorities for that day when shift start and make goals for that day for each personnel
Emphasize bringing items you are processing as close to your workstation as possible
Improve Designation Signs or Type of Item
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•
•
•
•
•

Rewrite Responsibility document
Instead of Shrink wrapping pallets, consider reusable containers (especially for small packages)
Staging space should be expandable for an outage
Designate Space for Trash/Recycling Bins
Receiving Process needs to be documented

Each of these ideas needed to be further analyzed and developed. All solutions were classified into 3
categories related to the area being changed: Layout or Workstation redesign, Receiving Truck
Procedures, and Prioritizing Work and Training. Not all ideas were further developed in order to maintain
a manageable project scope. If the idea did not relate to one of these three categories or addressed the
problems of capacity, bottlenecks, or prioritization, then the idea was eliminated.
The documentation for each solution includes a description of changes, implementation procedures,
benefits, and costs. Below is a table briefly explaining each solution; for further details on each solution
please refer to Tables 2 thru 12 in Appendix C.
Table 1: Proposed Solutions for Receiving Warehouse

Name
Move Label
Printers to
Workstations

Category
Layout or
Workstation
Redesign

Solution 2

Combine
Computers with
Work Table

Layout or
Workstation
Redesign

Solution 3

Movable
Workstations

Layout or
Workstation
Redesign

Solution 4

Removal of Long
Term Storage Items

Layout or
Workstation
Redesign

Solution 5

Notify Security
Personnel when
Food Truck Arrives

Receiving
Truck
Procedures

Solution
1A & 1B

Description
Solution 1A: Moving the four 105 SL Zebra label
printers to each of the four computer desks to
implement Option "Slight Modifications". Solution
1B: Printers will be moved to designated location
near material storage to implement Option "New
Layout". Eliminates traveling between final SAP
input and labeling item.
Moving the computer to worktables or freeing
space around computer desks. Eliminates traveling
between computer and work table (frequent back
and forth).
Removes the permanent workstations and computer
tables and replaces with work carts and laptops.
Instead of moving items to a workstation in order
to repackage and receive into SAP, a material
handler would go and take their cart to the staged
item on the floor. All procedures to receive an item
would be done at the item location.
Some items are being stored in the warehouse that
have already been received and were never
delivered to internal customers. Most of these items
are near the North West Dock Door. These items
should be removed to free up working space within
the warehouse. Only items that are currently in the
process of being received should be temporarily
stored in the receiving warehouse. All other items
should be stored outside of the main working area.
When the food truck arrives at the Avila entrance,
have entrance security call security personnel.
Once the security personnel are called, then they
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Solution 6

Notify Receiving
Warehouse when
any Truck Arrives

Receiving
Truck
Procedures

Solution 7

Dock Door Signs
for Incoming
Trucks

Receiving
Truck
Procedures

Solution 8

Rewrite Warehouse
Personnel
Responsibility
Document

Prioritizing
Work and
Training

Solution 9

Final Destination
Tags for Individual
Items

Prioritizing
Work and
Training

Solution 10

Date Delivered
Tags

Prioritizing
Work and
Training

Solution 11

Clearing and
Taping of Zones
for New Layout

Layout or
Workstation
Redesign

can go to the receiving warehouse. This prevents
time wasted spent waiting at the warehouse for the
truck to arrive (especially if it is late).
When any delivery truck arrives at the Avila
entrance, have entrance security call the warehouse
lead. Because no delivery truck is on an official
schedule, a phone call makes the warehouse aware
that a truck is coming. It gives some time for
material handlers to prepare for incoming items.
Designate the South West Dock Door as the only
door to receiving incoming delivery trucks.
Designate the North West Dock Door as the only
door to load outgoing internal delivery trucks. This
will direct a more consistent flow within the
warehouse. Ensures the policy of no items
unloaded and storage outside is kept.
The responsibility document is unclear in defining
work priorities and method of receiving. The
following changes should be made: adding
numbers to emphasize order of priority,
emphasizing the need to move a item close to
personnel workstation when being received,
establishing and recording standardized receiving
procedures, requiring a pre-shift meeting.
After being received into SAP, repackaged, and
labeled, each item will receive a colored tag or
sticker that will tell material handlers and security
personnel the next destination of the item. Different
colors will represent different locations. The tags
will also signal the item has been received into
SAP. Tags will help sort the items by location after
being security screened.
After an item is unloaded from a delivery truck, it
will receive a tag or sticker that will show the
current date. This date tag will remain on the item
during the time spent within the receiving
warehouse. The date tag will serve as a
measurement of the goal that all items need to be
received within 24 hours.
In order to implement the new layout and zone off
certain areas, the warehouse floor must be cleared
of odd and unnecessary items. The shelves in the
west south corner must be removed. The provided
layout, "New Layout", using moveable
workstations should be used to properly zone the
floors and designate what floor areas need to be
cleaned.
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Because many of these solutions could be implemented separately, three “bigger picture” options and
layouts will be compared and evaluated. The options are to make no changes, modify permanent
workstations and make procedural changes (slight modifications), and implement a new layout using
moveable workstations. A table below describes the options in terms of which solutions will be
implemented.
Table 14: Options described by Solutions

Option

No Changes

Solutions
NONE
Implemented

Slight Modifications

New Layout w/ Moveable Workstations

Solution 1A

Solution 1B

Solution 2

Solution 3

Solution 4

Solution 4

Solution 5

Solution 5

Solution 6

Solution 6

Solution 7

Solution 7

Solution 8

Solution 8

Solution 10

Solution 9
Solution 10
Solution 11

One of the options for DCPP and Receiving Warehouse is to do nothing. If the warehouse managers
believe none of the solutions are financially justified or show potential to improve productivity, then no
solutions should be implemented. This option will be compared to the other two options by means of
important metrics.
The second option is to modify the permanent workstations by moving the label printers from the separate
room next to each computer. The workstations would also be combined to one working area by placing
the computers next to a working surface and packaging tools. This option also calls to implement most
procedural changes including all receiving truck procedure solutions, the removal of long-term items,
rewriting the responsibility document, and delivery date tags.
The last option is to implement moveable workstations. Please refer to Table 4 of Appendix C for more
details about the moveable workstations. All proposed solutions would be implemented in this option
except for solution 2 because the moveable workstations, solution 3, also combine the computers with a
working surface. A drawing of the new layout can be found in Figure 1 of Appendix C. The major
elements of the layout include:
•

Removal of permanent workstations
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•

Moving label printers to a central table outside of the printer room

•

Using the printer room as a hub to store moveable workstations and charge laptops

•

Zoning the floor for different types of items

•

Keeping items stationary in a specific zone and requiring material handlers to travel to the item
instead of moving the item during the receiving process

•

Receiving items individually and not combining items onto pallets until after screened by security

•

Using next destination tags to assist in staging for the final process of internal shipping

All three options were evaluated and compared with one another. The next section will explain the
evaluation process.

Step 5: Evaluate and Accept Alternatives
The three options were evaluated in terms of three metrics: space utilized, average travel distance spent,
and implementation costs. This section of the report will explain how these metrics were measured and
calculated.
The definition of space utilized is the amount of space used to store and receive items within the
warehouse. Space used to store packaging material, printers, items not being received, and for the break
room is not considered utilized space. Refer to Figures 1, 2, and 3 of Appendix D for a visual diagram of
the amount of space used per layout. The space highlighted in red is the space used. There is 9,900 square
feet of available space within the warehouse. Currently, 3,899 square feet or 39.4 % is being used. If
Option “Slight Modifications” is implemented, then 4,719 square feet or 47.7% will be used. This is
achieved by removing the long-term items (Solution 4). If Option “New Layout” is implemented than
6,018 square feet or 60.8 % of the space will be used. These space utilizations were calculated by printing
out to scale layouts and measuring the amount of space assumed to be in use.
There is no standard walking path material handlers take within the warehouse to do their jobs.
Throughput (number of items received or sent out of the warehouse in a given time) was also extremely
difficult to measure. Therefore, an average travel distance spent is difficult to measure and predict. The
travel path diagrams explained in the data collection section of the report were helpful in identifying
which paths were frequently traveled.
A typical travel path to receive one item for each layout option was drawn out using the collected travel
path diagrams and knowledge of the affects of implemented solutions. See Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7 in
Appendix D for these typical travel paths per option. These travel path diagrams are extremely simplified.
All B points are the assumed location of the item being received. Not all items are placed in these
locations but rather they represent the center of a typical staging area. Walking paths are also assumed to
be straight. Option “New Layout” has two different path diagrams depending on what type of item is
being received. It was assumed that small packages are received 70 percent of the time and larger items
were received 30 percent of the time. Tables 1, 2, and 3 of Appendix D show the calculation of the travel
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distances based on the simplified travel paths for Options “No Change”, “Slight Modifications”, and
“New Layout”, respectively.
It was assumed for Option “No Change” that an average of 438 feet was traveled per item received.
Option “Slight Modifications” has a decreased amount of travel distance, 284 feet, due to the new policy
of bringing the current item a Material Handler is receiving as close to his or her work station as possible.
It is important to note that not all items being currently received can be placed in this location at one time.
Therefore, the average travel distance for Option “Slight Modifications” will vary significantly depending
on the staging location of the item. Option “New Layout” also has a decrease of travel distance, 290 feet,
because the material handlers go to stationary items to receive them with their moveable workstations.
Implementation costs for each option were determined with some basic knowledge of labor and new
equipment costs. Bill Emprerador estimated the hourly wages for material handlers, security personnel,
hardware and technology specialists, and himself as well as the cost for laptops. Costs for new equipment,
such as the moveable carts, tags, and dock door signs were estimated from online store prices. All quotes
to estimate these costs are found in Appendix C (Figures 2 thru 9). The assumptions and calculations for
each solution cost are found in each solution details table of Appendix C. The total cost for each option is
a sum of the costs for each solution implemented. The table below summarizes the total cost for each
option.
Table 4: Total Cost for Each Option

Option /
Solution #

No Change

Slight Modifications

New Layout

1

$935

$935

2

$1,515

3

$18,780

4

$1,230

$1,230

5

$690

$690

6

$690

$690

7

$235

$235

8

$960

$960

9

$1,055

10

$705

11
Total Cost

$705
$2,995

$0.00

$6,960

$28,275
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Below is a table that compares the metric results of the three options.
Table 5: Comparison of 3 Options using 3 metrics (% Space Utilized, Average Travel Distance, and Cost)

Option/ Metric
% Space Utilized
Average Travel Distance
Costs

No Change

Slight Modifications

New Layout

39.4%

47.7%

60.8%

438 feet

284 feet

290 feet

$0

$6,960

$28,275

There are other non quantifiable benefits of Options “Slight Modifications” and “New Layout”. These
include standardization of work and receiving of trucks, increased throughput of security screening, better
defined goals, and adherence to 24-hour receiving policy. Given these non-quantifiable benefits and the
increase of space utilized and significant decrease of average travel distance, it is highly recommended
that DCPP implement Option “Slight Modifications” and then phase into Option “New Layout” once the
cost is justified. The high costs of implementing moving workstations and zoning the warehouse could be
justified after additional travel path diagrams are collected and the process of work is more standardized.

Method
The final proposed design involves several major changes to the layout of the warehouse and work
procedures. It is unrealistic to test the design without making major purchases and therefore
experimentation is unnecessary and impossible. A simulation was not created due to a lack of time study
data and constraints in the scope of the project. A final visual proposed layout was created. It was drawn
in Microsoft Visio and can be found in Appendix C. The proposed layout was evaluated and compared to
the original layout in the metrics of space utilized, typical travel distance spent, and costs to implement.
The results of this comparison are found in the next section of the report.

Results
If Option “Slight Modifications” is implemented DCPP should expect the following results:
•
•
•
•
•

A 9% increase in the amount of space utilized.
A decrease of 154 feet in the average distance traveled to receive 1 item.
Further standardization of work procedures.
Increased throughput in the security screening process.
Adherence to the 24-hour receiving policy.

Option “Slight Modifications” will cost approximately $7,000 to implement and will see an approximate
monthly benefit of $1,800 from time saved in traveling and receiving of trucks. This option was
economically evaluated using a discount rate of 5% over a ten-year lifespan. With an investment of
$7,000 and an annual savings of $1,800, the net present value of the project is $6,500 with a payback
period of 3.89 years.
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The cost and net present value of Option “Slight Modifications” was expected. There is much cost
savings when travel distance is eliminated. However, the recommendation of Option “Slight
Modifications” over Option “New Layout” was not expected. The benefits of the new layout could not be
accurately quantified given the lack of travel path data. The new layout design is good and should still be
considered. A more technical analysis should be done on square footage usage and the actual
implementation of the moveable workstations. Some costs and productivity increases could not be
accurately predicted. DCPP managers should consider doing a longer term analysis before committing to
major layout and procedural changes.
Limitations occurred in the area of observation. Many assumptions went into the calculation of time
savings from reduced travel distance. In addition, some benefits of procedural changes, like individually
scanning items through the X-ray instead of bulk scanning, could not be quantified at this time.
Assumptions should be accurately verified. Further analysis within certain recommended solutions is
encouraged.
Because of the high labor costs and the amount of time needed to implement the new layout, the actual
implementation of it is somewhat unlikely. If DCPP had a major flow or space problem during an outage
or consistently missed the goal of receiving all items within 24 hours, then they might be more
encouraged to pursue the recommendations laid out in the report. The first major step is implementing
metrics to measure productivity goals (like date tags) and implementing the easier procedural changes
suggested in Option “Slight Modifications”. After these solutions have been successfully implemented
into the warehouse, then DCPP should consider making more changes.

Conclusion
The layout and work procedures of the receiving warehouse at Diablo Canyon Power Plant were quickly
implemented and thus are not optimal. This project focused on redesigning the current layout and
suggesting changes in truck unloading, prioritizing, and work measurement procedures. All objectives
were met. The following can be concluded:
•

•
•
•
•

The most important result was a significant average travel distance decrease based on the
recommendation of moving closer to the item being received rather than moving the item
frequently.
The environment, general procedures, processes, and current metrics of the warehouse were
understood.
A new layout that reduced travel distance for Material Handlers was designed. Further analysis to
determine accurate and quantifiable benefits for the new layout was recommended.
Changes to procedures were recommended that will standardize some processes and work.
All quantifiable recommendations have a payback period of 14 months or less.

The most important lesson learned from this project was to prevent procrastination and rushed work to
meet deadlines. Much of this project was completed during the three weeks before the finalized project
was due. Because of procrastination and lack of motivation, this project was more stressful than it should
have been. Another lesson learned is to set stricter personal deadlines. This project was not done with a
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team to keep accountable to nor was a teacher regularly checking if progress was made. Therefore,
setting and adhering to personal deadlines would have been highly beneficial.
The biggest recommendation for DCPP and the receiving warehouse is to instill a culture that sees the
benefit in continuous improvement and change, before making any major project or procedural changes.
The work force at DCPP has been working for PG&E for most of their lives. Change is extremely
difficult to create if employees have always done things a certain way. Some of the recommended
“smaller” solutions could be implemented as trails for future bigger changes. If change is taken in smaller
doses, employees will be more supportive of it. Hopefully, some of the changes recommended in this
report will be supported, implemented, and proved beneficial. Only then will changes last.
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Appendix A
Figure 1: California's Electric Servicers and Respective Areas
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Figure 2: Drawing of a Nuclear Reactor
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Appendix B
Figure 1: Current Layout of Receiving Warehouse
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Figure 2: Flow of Items within the warehouse
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Figure 3: Work Distribution of Material Handler 1 (Andy) for a time period of 3.25 hours
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Figure 4: Work Distribution of Material Handler 2 (Nate) for a time period of 3.25 hours
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Figure 5: Work Distribution of Material Handler 3 (Brian) for a time period of 3.25 hours
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Figure 7: Travel Path of Material Handler 2 for 30 minutes
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Figure 8: Travel Path of Material Handler 1 for 30 minutes

Figure 9: Travel Path of Material Handler 3 for 30 minutes
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Figure 10: Travel Path of Material Handler 2 for 30 minutes
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Appendix C
Table 2: Solution 1A & 1B Details

Solution Name:

Move Label Printers to Workstations
Solution 1A: Moving the four 105 SL Zebra label printers to each of the
four computer desks to implement Option "Slight Modifications".
Solution 1B: Printers will be moved to designated location near material
storage to implement Option "New Layout". Eliminates traveling
Description:
between final SAP input and labeling item.
Ensure all printers are in proper working order. Do a feasible IT analysis.
Contact John Serman and ISTS. Move and re-network printers. Train
Implementation:
personnel.
Benefit:
Cost (One-Time):
Monthly Savings *See Table 13*
$370.00 ISTS Labor Cost (3 hours)
$465.00
(from Reducing Travel Distance from
Training (0.5 hours of MH time + 1 hour of
$470.00
Printer to Workstation)
Manager time)
Assumptions:
Trainer & Manager is Bill Emprerador; his time costs
$110 /hr
ISTS Personnel is John Serman; his time costs
$155 /hr
There are 8 Material Handlers to train (4/shift); their time costs
$90 /hr
Payback Period =
2.53
months
Table 3: Solution 2 Details

Solution Name:

Description:

Combine Computers with Work Table
Moving the computer to worktables or freeing space around computer
desks. Eliminates traveling between computer and work table (frequent
back and forth).

Do a feasible IT analysis and workstation redesign. Contact John Serman
Implementation:
and ISTS. Move and re-network computers. Train personnel.
Benefit:
Cost (One-Time):
Monthly Savings *See Table 13*
$235.00 ISTS Labor Cost (5 hours)
$775.00
(from Reducing Travel Distance from
MH Labor Cost (1 MH, 3 hours)
$270.00
Computer to Workstation)
Training (0.5 hours of MH time + 1 hour of
$470.00
Manager time)
Assumptions:
Trainer & Manager is Bill Emprerador; his time costs
$110 /hr
ISTS Personnel is John Serman; his time costs
$155 /hr
There are 8 Material Handlers to train (4/shift); their time costs
$90 /hr
Payback Period =
6.45
months
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Table 4: Solution 3 Details

Solution Name:

Movable Workstations

Removes the permanent workstations and computer tables and
replaces with work carts and laptops. Instead of moving items to a
workstation inorder to repackage and receive into SAP, a material
handler would go and take their cart to the staged item on the floor. All
Description:
procedures to receive an item would be done at the item location.
Do a feasible IT analysis. Contact John Serman and ISTS. Design the work
cart. Order laptops, carts, battery charging station, and new networking
materials. Remove permanent work tables and computer desks. Set up
wireless network. Set up laptop charging area and storage area for
carts. Train personnel.
Implementation:
Benefit:
Cost:
$1,340 Implementation (10 hours)
$1,100
Monthly Savings
(from elminating avg distance traveled
ISTS Labor Cost (10 hours)
$1,550
with current layout)
MH Labor Cost (5 hours)
$450
**See Travel Distance Analysis and
4 Work Carts
$600
Table 13**
4 Laptops
$12,000
Battery Charging Station
$500
$700
4 extra laptop batteries
Training (2 hours of MH time + 4 hours of
$1,880
Manager time)
Assumptions:
Implementer & Manager is Bill Emprerador; his time costs
$110 /hr
ISTS Personnel is John Serman; his time costs
$155 /hr
There are 8 Material Handlers to train (4/shift); their time costs
$90 /hr
Laptops are $3,000 each; Work Carts are $150 each (See Figure 2)
Battery Charging Station is $500 (See Figure 3); Batteries are $175 each (See Figure 4)
Payback Period =
14.01 months
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Table 5: Solution 4 Details

Solution Name:

Description:

Implementation:
Benefit:
Freed Space

Removal of Long Term Storage Items
Some items are being stored in the warehouse that have already been
received and were never delivered to internal customers. Most of these
items are near the North West Dock Door. These items should be
removed to free up working space within the warehouse. Only items
that are currently in the process of being received should be
temporarily stored in the receiving warehouse. All other items should
be stored outside of the main working area (outside the chain link
fence).
Determine which items need to be removed from the main working
area of the warehouse. Determine the final destination and customer of
each item. Remove items and place in other storage area or deliver to
internal customer. Remove items before the next outage. Create Policy
that no items are stored in the Receiving Warehouse working area that
are not being currently received.
Cost:
820 sq ft MH Labor Cost (5 hours, 2 MHs)
$900.00
Manager Implementation (3 hrs)
$330.00
Substaining Policy
N/A

Assumptions:
Implementer & Manager is Bill Emprerador; his time costs
There are 8 Material Handlers to train (4/shift); their time costs
Payback Period =
???
months

$110 /hr
$90 /hr
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Table 6: Solution 5 Details

Solution Name:

Description:

Implementation:
Benefit:
Monthly Savings

Notify Security Personnel when Food Truck Arrives
When the food truck arrives at the Avila entrance, have entrance
security call security personnel. Once the security personnel are called,
then they can go to the receiving warehouse. This prevents time wasted
spent waiting at the warehouse for the truck to arrive (especially if it is
late).
Do a brief analysis on possible changes to union contract and plan
logistical changes. Speak with security, HR, and material handlers.
Change Schedule. Notify all affected of changes.
Cost (One-Time):
Implementation & Communication
$220.00
$900.00 (2 hours)

(by using Security time for something else
besides waiting for late Food Truck)

Training (0.5 hours of MH time + 1 hour of
Manager time)

Assumptions:
Implementer & Manager is Bill Emprerador; his time costs
There are 8 Material Handlers to train (4/shift); their time costs
2 Security Personnel do security screening; their time costs
Food Truck is 1 hour late 5 times month; all time would be saved
Payback Period =
0.77
months

$470.00
$110 /hr
$90 /hr
$90 /hr
5 hours/personnel

Table 7: Solution 6 Details

Solution Name:

Notify Receiving Warehouse when any Truck Arrives
When any delivery truck arrives at the Avila entrance, have entrance
security call the warehouse lead. Because no delivery truck is on an
official schedule, a phone call makes the warehouse aware that a truck
is coming. It gives some time for material handlers to prepare for
incoming items.
Description:
Do a brief analysis on possible changes to union contract and plan
logistical changes. Speak with security, HR, and material handlers. Notify
Implementation:
all affected of changes.
Benefit:
Cost (One-Time):
Standardization of receiving of
Implementation & Communication
trucks
N/A (2 hours)
$220.00
Monthly Savings (Time Saved from
Training (0.5 hours of MH time + 1 hour of
Faster Unloading of Trucks)
$300.00 Manager time)
$470.00
Assumptions:
Implementer & Manager is Bill Emprerador; his time costs
$110 /hr
There are 8 Material Handlers to train (4/shift); their time costs
$90 /hr
1 Material Handler unloads all trucks
2 minutes saved unloading per truck, Unload 5 trucks per day
10 mins/day
Payback Period =
2.30
months
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Table 8: Solution 7 Details

Solution Name:

Dock Door Signs for Incoming Trucks

Designate the South West Dock Door as the only door to receiving
incoming delivery trucks. Designate the North West Dock Door as the
only door to load outgoing internal delivery trucks. This will direct a
more consistent flow within the warehouse. Ensures the policy of no
Description:
items unloaded and storage outside is kept.
Decide officially that the South West Dock Door will be the only door
that receives incoming delivery trucks and the North West Dock Door as
the only door where the loading of outgoing trucks occurs. Purchase
signs that say "IN" and "OUT". Install Signs. Notify personnel of
Implementation:
standardized procedure.
Benefit:
Cost:
Implementation & Communication
Standardization of receiving of
N/A (1 hour)
$110.00
trucks
"IN" and "OUT" Signs
$80.00
Improved Clarity and Flow
N/A Installation Time (0.5 of MH time)
$45.00
Assumptions:
Implementer & Manager is Bill Emprerador; his time costs
$110 /hr
There are 8 Material Handlers to train (4/shift); their time costs
$90 /hr
"IN" and "OUT" Signs purchased from Seton, See Figure 5
Payback Period =
???
months
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Table 9: Solution 8 Details

Solution Name:

Rewrite Warehouse Personnel Responsibility Document
The responsibility document is unclear in defining work priorities and
method of receiving. The following changes should be made:
1. Add numbers to emphasize the order of type of items received and
item priority. Consider making these priority steps into a sign for the
warehouse.
2. If continue to use stationary workstations, emphasize personnel need
to bring an item they are currently receiving as close to their
workstation as possible. This will prevent unnecessary travel when
inputting data into SAP.
3. Establish standardized steps to receive individual items. Write into
responsibility document. For example the first step is to unload items
from delivery truck. Consider making these steps into a sign and posting
within the warehouse for training purposes.

Description:

4. Define and require a pre-shift meeting in which all current work is
discussed and assigned out. This is when work priority can be
established. The Lead Material Handler should be in charge of this
meeting.

Implementation:
Rewrite Document. Publish. Order Signs (optional) Train Personnel.
Benefit:
Cost:
Work Standardization
N/A
Rewrite Document (3 hours)
$330.00
Training (0.5 hours of MH time + 1 hour of
Manager time)
Defined Goals
N/A
$470.00
$160.00
Optional Signs
Assumptions:
Document Writer & Manager is Bill Emprerador; his time costs
$110 /hr
There are 8 Material Handlers to train (4/shift); their time costs
$90 /hr
Signs are printed at FedEX; See Figure 6
Payback Period =
???
months
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Table 10: Solution 9 Details

Solution Name:

Description:

Final Destination Tags for Individual Items
After being received into SAP, repackaged, and labeled, each item will
receive a colored tag or sticker that will tell material handlers and
security personnel the next destination of the item. Different colors will
represent different locations. The tags will also signal the item has been
received into SAP. Tags will help sort the items by location after being
security screened.

Determine the various locations of items. Order stickers and tags. Put
destination tags into receiving procedures. Train personnel to use.
Implementation:
Benefit:
Cost:
Implementation & Communication
Increased throughput of Items
(2 hours)
during security check
N/A
$220
Tags & Stickers
$600
Training (0.25 hours of MH time + 0.5
hours of Manager time)
$235
Assumptions:
Implementer & Manager is Bill Emprerador; his time costs
$110 /hr
There are 8 Material Handlers to train (4/shift); their time costs
$90 /hr
Assume 200 Tie-On Tags (Reuseable) and 3000 stickers needed; 6 Colors
Tags & Stickers purchased from Seton, See Figure 7
Payback Period =
???
months
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Table 11: Solution 10 Details

Solution Name:

Description:

Date Delivered Tags
After an item is unloaded from a delivery truck, it will receive a tag or
sticker that will show the current date. This date tag will remain on the
item during the time spent within the receiving warehouse. The date tag
will serve as a measurement of the goal and time metric that all items
need to be received within 24 hours of arriving to the warehouse.

Order stickers and tags. Put date tags into receiving procedures. Train
Implementation:
personnel to use.
Benefit:
Cost:
Implementation & Communication
Increased throughput of Items
N/A
(2 hours)
$220
Adherance to 24-Hour Policy
N/A
Tags, Stickers, & Markers
$250
Training (0.25 hours of MH time + 0.5
hours of Manager time)
$235
Assumptions:
Implementer & Manager is Bill Emprerador; his time costs
$110 /hr
There are 8 Material Handlers to train (4/shift); their time costs
$90 /hr
Assume 100 Tie-On Tags (Reusable) and 1000 Stickers (Bought Monthly) Needed
Tags & Stickers purchased from Seton, See Figure 8
???
months
Payback Period =
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Table 12: Solution 11 Details

Solution Name:

Description:

Clearing and Taping of Zones for New Layout
In order to implement the new layout and zone off certain areas, the
warehouse floor must be cleared of odd and unnecessary items. The
shelves in the west south corner must be removed. The provided layout,
"New Layout", using moveable workstations should be used to properly
zone the floors and designate what floor areas need to be cleaned.

Modify provided layout to allow for adequate walking, forklift, and item
storage space. Remove all unneccessary shelves. Clear floor space of
items that are not currently being worked on and have been stored in
the warehouse for a long time. Find another storage location for these
items. Tape off floor to show the new zones. Wrap up implementation
and train personnel to use new layout.
Implementation:
Benefit:
Cost:
Freed Space
1300 sq ft MH Labor Cost (5 hours, 2 MHs)
$900.00
Monthly Savings from Moving
$1,340 Manager Implementation (8 hrs)
$880.00
Workstation Solution
Tape
$275.00
Training (1 hours of MH time + 2 hours of
$940.00
Manager time)
Substaining Policy
N/A
Assumptions:
Implementer & Manager is Bill Emprerador; his time costs
$110 /hr
There are 8 Material Handlers to train (4/shift); their time costs
$90 /hr
Tape purchased from Seton, See Figure 9
Payback Period =
2.24
months

Table 13: Distance Savings Calculations referred to in Tables 1, 2, and 3
Related to
Table #

Assume Work on Receiving
Total
Total
Avg Distance
Items 50% of time during Distance
Saved (ft) Frequency
(ft)

1

What
Walk from Printer to
Workstation

10 hour shift
Frequency
Average 6 times per 30
minutes
5 hours

2

Walk or turn around
from computer to
worktable

Average 13 times per
30 minutes

3

Savings from New
Layout

Assume 25 items are received per shift

5 hours

Avg
Distance
(Mi)

Walking
Speed

Total Savings per
shift per person

$$ Rate

# of Personnel Shifts/Week

Weeks/M
onth

Total Monthly
Savings

10-25

60

17

0.003220

0.33

$90 $

5.80

4

4

4 $

370.91

5

130

5

0.000947

0.33

$90 $

3.69

4

4

4 $

236.36

148

25

148

0.028030

0.33

$90

21.02

4

4

4 $

1,345.45

$
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Figure 1: New Layout Using Moveable Workstations
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Figure 3: Suggested Cart for Moveable Workstations
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Figure 4: Example of Battery Charger for Moveable Workstations
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Figure 5: Example of Cost of Laptop Batteries
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Figure 6: Suggested Dock Door Signs
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Figure 7: Suggested Posters to Make Procedure Signs
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Figure 8: Suggested Tags and Labels to Implement Destination Tag Solution
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Figure 9: Suggested Tags and Stickers for Date Tag Solution
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Figure 10: Suggested Tape to Zone Floor for New Layout
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Appendix D
165'-0"
STORAGE

Break Room
Material
Storage

Closed

X RAY

Printing

Misc
Packaging
14'-0"

80'-0"
21 sq. ft.
Additional Receiving
400 sq. ft.
STORAGE
2'-0"

9'-0"

3,899 Square Feet of Space Used
Figure 11: Useable Space of No Changes Layout
165'-0"
STORAGE

Break Room
Material
Storage

Closed

X RAY

Printing

Misc
Packaging
14'-0"

80'-0"
21 sq. ft.
Additional Receiving
400 sq. ft.
STORAGE
2'-0"

9'-0"

4,719 Square Feet of Space Used
Figure 12: Useable Space of Slight Modifications Layout

6,018 Square Feet of Space Used
Figure 13: Useable Space of New Layout
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Figure 4: Typical Travel Path of Current Layout
165'-0"
STORAGE
Material
Storage

Closed

Break Room

E
Printing

Misc
Packaging
14'-0"

A

D
X RAY

F

C

80'-0"
21 sq. ft.

Additional Receiving

B

G

400 sq. ft.

STORAGE
9'-0"

2'-0"

End

Start

Table 2: Calculation of Average Travel Distance to Receive 1 Item for Option “No Change”

To

From

Start
A
B
C
D
E
D
C
B
F
G

A
B
C
D
E
D
C
B
F
G
End

Option "No Change"
Distance Between (ft) Frequency Total Feet Traveled
37
1
37
80
1
80
25
3
75
10
3
30
19
1
19
19
1
19
10
3
30
25
3
75
25
1
25
41
1
41
7
1
7
Total Distance Traveled (ft)
438

Figure 5: Typical Travel Path of Slight Modifications Layout
165'-0"
STORAGE

Break Room
Material
Storage

Closed

Printing

Misc
Packaging
14'-0"

C

A

D
X RAY

80'-0"
21 sq. ft.

B
Additional Receiving

E
End
9'-0"

400 sq. ft.
STORAGE
2'-0"

Start
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Table 3: Calculation of Average Travel Distance to Receive 1 Item for Option “Slight Modifications”

To
Start
A
B
C
B
D
E

Option "Slight Modifications"
Distance Between (ft) Frequency Total Feet Traveled
37
1
37
52
1
52
17
3
51
17
3
51
45
1
45
41
1
41
7
1
7
Total Distance Traveled (ft)
284

From
A
B
C
B
D
E
End

Figure 6: Typical Travel Path of New Layout when Receiving Small Packages

C
A
D
B

E

F
End

Start

Figure 7: Typical Travel Path of New Layout when Receiving Larger Items

B

C
A
D

F
End

E
Start
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Table 4: Calculation of Average Travel Distance to Receive 1 Item for Option “New Layout”

Option "New Layout"
Receiving Small Packages
To
From
Distance Between (ft) Frequency Total Feet Traveled
Start
A
37
1
37
A
B
57
1
57
B
C
49
1
49
C
B
49
1
49
B
D
48
1
48
D
E
19
1
19
E
F
27
1
27
F
End
9
1
9
Total Distance Traveled (ft)
295
Receiving Large Items
To
From
Distance Between (ft) Frequency Total Feet Traveled
Start
A
37
1
37
A
B
108
1
108
B
C
25
1
25
C
B
25
1
25
B
D
26
1
26
D
E
19
1
19
E
F
27
1
27
F
End
9
1
9
Total Distance Traveled (ft)
276
70% of Small Package Distance + 30% of Large Items Distance =
289.3
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